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	The intention of this book is to provide a thorough reference for those considering a migration
	into the virtualized world. The majority of our target readers will likely be seasoned system
	administrators and engineers who grew up in and still manage primarily a hardware-based
	server environment containing a large assortment of both newer and legacy applications. As
	much as we attempt to outline the granularities of Microsoft virtualization as a whole, done
	properly, the combinations and possibilities are truly endless. The IS world is nearing, and
	in some cases, has already passed the point of no return when it comes to large-scale
	virtualization implementations. Virtualization has evolved from something fun for ultra-geeks
	to play with in their spare time, to a solid development tool widely used by everybody from
	high-school students to goliath software development companies. The inevitable result of this
	evolution is a new way of looking at enterprise management, for not only the datacenter but
	also all of the components used by IS to provide the solutions required by the business it
	supports. The stigma once placed on the use of virtualization by industry leaders is
	diminishing, and rightly so.


	We stress throughout the book the importance of proper research and documentation. These
	are two terms common to the IS world, but rarely used properly. Failure to fully research,
	understand, and document your virtualization strategy can easily turn what should be an
	enjoyable and very successful transformation into a nightmare for all involved.


	We cover the broad spectrum of Microsoft virtualization in a way that will help the IS professional
	begin using virtualization in both theory and practice. Whether you are just beginning
	your IS career, or you are a seasoned professional, we hope you find this book useful in not
	only understanding the technology itself but also in learning how to best prepare to use the
	technology in everything from a small home-based test lab to a large enterprise production
	environment.


	We knew from the beginning that this book would be written to target our fellow IS peers.
	The majority of the topics in this book focus on the use of virtualization in day-to-day operations
	of an enterprise-level IS organization. We do not sell Microsoft virtualization as the silver
	bullet to cure all of your IS problems; however, we do feel that the proper use of its
	collective technologies can help to alleviate a high amount of inadequacies that plague a large
	number of data centers today. From the small family-owned businesses to the largest of mega
	corporations, there is an aspect of virtualization that can help you to become a more successful
	IS professional. Whether it be something as simple as using Disk2VHD to create a backup
	of an office computer for use in the event of an unforeseen disaster, or something as complex
	as the full implementation of Microsoft System Center as the framework for managing
	thousands of servers, there are benefits to researching the use of virtualization in your
	environment.
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IPv6 Core Protocols Implementation (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Networking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2006
The authoritative reference text on KAME and IPv6!

IPv6 was introduced in 1994 and has been in development at the IETF for over 10 years. It has now reached the deployment stage. KAME, the de-facto open-source reference implementation of the IPv6 standards, played a significant role in the acceptance and the adoption of the IPv6...
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Drupal 7 Mobile Web Development Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	It's not an overstatement to say that handhelds have changed the world. What was, just 10

	years ago, simply a phone is now the center of your online life and, for many users, their

	primary Internet device. The power of the smart phone is shaking up the world from Main

	Street and Wall Street to Pennsylvania Avenue and Downing...
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Electronic Structure and Magneto-Optical Properties of SolidsSpringer, 2004
The aim of this book is to review recent achievements in the theoretical investigations of the electronic structure, optical, magneto-optical (MO), and x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) properties of compounds and Multilayered structures. 

Chapter 1 of this book is of an introductory character and presents the theoretical...
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Java 2 Programmer Exam Cram (310-035)Que, 2003
This exam measures the ability to design, write, and understand programs written in language version 1.4 of the Java 2 Platform. The programmer's exam concentrates on the language basics. This book is not intended to teach new material. Instead it assumes that you have a solid foundation of knowledge but can use a refresher on important concepts...
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Salesforce Platform App Builder Certification: A Practical Study GuideApress, 2019

	New or intermediate developers will want to use this hands-on guide to prepare for the Salesforce Certified Platform App Builder credential, awarded for designing, building, and implementing applications using the declarative customization capabilities of the Salesforce Platform.
	
		This is the first book available covering this...
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How to Write a Business PlanNolo, 2007

	Everything you need to create a business forecast that potential investors can embrace!

	

	Thinking of starting a business or raising money to expand an existing one? This popular book will show you how to write the business plan and loan package necessary to finance your business and make it work.

	

	With...
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